1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to point out some new connections between the sample function behavior and the analytical properties of the transition probability functions of a continuous parameter Markov chain with stationary transition probabilities.
The main idea is that of a post-exit process derived from the original process by considering its evolution after the exit from a stable state. This leads to various relations between conditional probabilities all of which are "intuitively obvious" but require sometimes painstaking proofs if probability theory like any other branch of mathematics is to be treated as a discipline in logic. These relations imply certain analytical properties of the transition functions, obtained recently by D. G. Austin by purely analytical means, and exhibit them in connection with other quantities introduced in this paper. They also complete some results due to Doob and Levy. The well-known differential equations of Kolmogorov are seen to be limiting cases of certain more generally valid differential equations involving a continuous parameter.
One of these expresses the fundamental transition property of the post-exit process, and the other a similar property of the renewal density of an imbedded renewal process.
2. A conditional probability. So far as possible we use the terminology and notation of [6] . Let {xit), t^O} be a Markov chain with initial distribution {pi} and stationary transition matrix {pait)}, t^O, i, j=l, 2, • • • , such that limj_o pait) = bii = PniO). Then the /»,-,-(•) are all uniformly continuous in [0, oo), since \pait+h) -pait)\ ^1-puih). According to Theorem II.2.6 of [6] we may take |x(f)} to be separable relative to the class of closed sets and measurable.
Moreover the denumerable set satisfying the conditions of the separability definition will be taken to be the set of rational numbers of the form r2~m (see [6, pp. 56-60] ). Separability requires the adjunction of the value oo to the range of xi-, w). We define this value oo as an adjoined state with £oo=0 and paiit)=pi"it) =5ir" for all t^O. We have then P{xit)= 00 } =0 for every t^O. In the sequel, the term "state," unless specified to the contrary, shall exclude the adjoined state. The limit qi = puiO) = hmdo t exists for every i (Theorem 9 of [3] be the "first sojourn time" in the state i, namely the length of the first tinterval in which x(t, w)=i (seeTheorem 1 of [2] ). Then P{\^t} =l-e~">', t^O [3, p. 54] . Let j be an arbitrary state (not oo!) and define a = ctij(w) = inf t.
If J9*i, a is the "first entrance time intoj"; ii j = i, a is the "second entrance time into i" (the first being zero by hypothesis). It is easily shown that a is a random variable in the broad sense, namely a measurable w-iunction defined on a measurable w-set whose probability may be less than one. We define its distribution function in the broad sense by Fij(t)=P{a^t}. Now it can be proved that the two random variables X and a-X (which may be zero with positive probability) are independent^). This is a special case of Theorem 5 of [2] , but we give a simple proof as follows. Let us first note that the distribution of a -X may be derived as follows. It can be shown that(3) a(w) considered as a point on the i-axis is the limit from the right of points of Sj(w) ={t: x(t, w) =j}; hence we have oo P{a -X > u | x(0) = i} = lim £ P{x(rh) = i, 0 ^ r < n; x(nh) ?± i, -tj;
where h = 2~m, ra->• oo. Now for each 5 > 0 define two random variables X,=X,(w) and a, = aa(w) on the set {w: x(s, w)=i} as follows: X"(w) is the supremum of T such that x(t, w)=i, s^t<s + T; as(w) is the infimum of t such that t>\"(w) and x(t, w) =j. Thus X0 and a0 reduce to the previous X for all u with probability one. We now prove that
for almost all w on the set {«^/}. This is a consequence of Theorem 6 of [2] but can be proved directly as follows. If t9*j, we have, taking both h and 5 below to be negative integral powers of 2, P{\ £ si;a £ ui;x(t) = j}
where OgHl,
This is equivalent to equation (2) . Now let *=/; then X(w) is not the limit from the right of points of 5,(w) since for a stable i the set 5,(w) is the union of disjoint intervals (Theorem 1 of [2] ). Hence the first term in (3) can be evaluated as follows:
(n -l)h < a g nh\ x(0) = i}pu(t -nh) which reduces to the same integral as before. In the above evaluations we have used the approximation of Riemann-Stieltjes sums to the LebesgueStieltjes integral of a continuous function, the fact that the w-set {X<s} belongs to the Borel field generated by {x(t),t<s}, and the fact that both X and a have continuous distributions.
By by (1) and (2),
We have thus proved that there exists a non-negative, Borel measurable (in fact, continuous from the right) function
for each />0 and all 5 in (0, t) except a set (depending on t) of measure zero. We remark that the point of the proof above is that the conditional probability in (5) is essentially a function of t -s. From (5) it follows from the definition of conditional probability that (6) pa(t) = f qie-^'-^n^ds + 5^-"'. Hence we have (7) 5>«M-1 i for almost all s>0. Next, if /'>0 we have by (6),
Using (6) in the last term above we have, after a simple transformation,
+ f ?,-«-«<*"'V«(« + t')ds + Sijg-vW).
J -t>
On the other hand, we have directly from (6), (9) pHit + t')= f qie-^-'h^is + t')ds + 8ye-«<«+">.
J -V
Equating (8) and (9) we obtain f qie-^'-^rais + t')ds = f g,<r«<«-«> £ ra(*)#*KO*-
Hence for each £' and 2, we have (10) r«(* + 0 -S rtk(s)Pn(f) k for almost all s in (0, /). Therefore for each t'>0, (10) holds for almost all 5>0.
The functions on both sides of (10) are measurable functions of the pair is, t'). Hence the set of is, t') for which (10) is true is measurable. By Fubini's theorem, there is a set N of measure zero with the following property: if 0<sQ.N, then there exists a set N, of measure zero such that if t>s and t$.N" then (11) Ti.it) = £ rikis)Pkiit -s).
k For every a>0, there exists then an s(E.N, 0<s<a and such that (7) holds. (7) and (11) the function r;y() is uniformly continuous on [a, oo)-Ns. This being true for every a>0 it follows that r,,(-) coincides with a continuous function almost everywhere on (0, oo). But, by (4), r1;() is continuous from the right there, therefore r,-,(•) is continuous on (0, oo). Moreover r,-,-(0 + ) exists and equals C7y(0) by (4). Let us define r,j(0) =f«(0+).
We take this continuous function ry(-) to be the desired version of the conditional probability in (5); in other words, henceforth we set unequivocally (5 bis) P{x(t) = ; | X = s\ = ri}(t -s) for all 0<s<t.
By Fubini's theorem, the equations (7) and (10) 
rik(s) = 2Z r«(s')pik(s -s'). i
Thus we have, replacing s by s+t in (12), ra(s + t) = zZ r»\s')Pii(s -s' + t) i = ZZIZ ra(s')pik(s -s')pki(t) = iZ rik(s)pkj(t).
Hence M is empty and we have now proved that (10 bis) is true for all positive s and t. Summing (10 bis) over j, we obtain ZZ ra(s + 0 = zZ rik(s) zZ Pkj(t) = zZ r'k(s)-
It follows that if (7 bis) is true for a value of 5 then it is true for all greater values of s\ hence (7 bis) is true for all positive s. 3. Further relations and properties. We now return to (6). The integral in the right member of (6), being that of a continuous function, has a continuous derivative for all t>0, hence so does the left member and we obtain (13) p'uit) = qAnM ~ pM, t > 0.
It follows from (7 bis), now valid for all s>0, that:
(14) £ p'uit) =0, l> 0. j Substituting (13) into (10 bis), valid for all s>0, />0, we obtain (15) p'uit + s) = £ p'ikit)pkiis).
k
The existence and continuity of p'uit), and the results (14) and (15), all proved under the sole assumption that qt< <*>, were first established by D. G. Austin in a recent paper [l] . His proof is purely analytical and elementary, and is shorter than ours if we take into account all the preliminary measure-theoretic considerations which lead up to (6). However, once this formula is written down, many will probably accept it on faith. In fact, the formulas (5 bis), (7 bis), and (10 bis) all belong to the category of the "intuitively obvious." A real advantage of our approach is that it ties together probabilistically meaningful quantities in various ways, of which we now proceed to adduce a few more.
From (4) and the continuity of rt;() it follows that Gait) is continuous for t>0. Recalling that F<y(/), G,;(/), and 1-e~9it (2^0) are respectively the distribution functions of a, a-X, and X, and that the last two random variables are independent, we have
Since the last member of (16) has a continuous derivative for <>0, so does the first member and we obtain (17)
This sharpens a result due to Levy [8, Lemma 11.8.1 ] that F;j( ■) is absolutely continuous. Furthermore, it follows from (4) that at a point t where G'tjit) exists, r'uit) also exists and we have r'uit) = G'uit) + f p'uit -s)dGuis). Following Doob [3, Theorem 9] we write qi,=pij(0) =lim(i0 (Pa(t)/t), i^j; the limit exists and is finite for every j by a result of Kolmogorov [7] .
We have from (13) Letting f->oo in (10 bis) we obtain on account of (7 bis) *U = zZ rik(s)irkj, s > 0.
k The last equation is true if r«(-) is replaced by pik(-), hence it is also true if r<jfc(-) is replaced by p[k(-), on account of (13).
We summarize some of the results as follows. Under the sole assumption that 0 < qi < =° : Theorem 1. One version of the conditional probability P{x(t)=j\\ = s} is a continuous function ra(t -s) for 0<5<<<=o which satisfies the equations (6), (7 bis), and (10 bis) for all s>0 and t>0. 4. The post-exit process. We define a new process {yit), t>0}, as follows:
(23) yit) = yit, w) = x(hiiw) + t, w), t > 0.
We shall see later that this indeed yields a process which may be taken as separable relative to the closed sets and measurable. This process will be called a post-exit process, derived from the Markov chain xit) and the stable state i. The following theorem shows that as far as its transition is concerned, it is exactly like the original xit) process. This transparent result proves to be surprisingly elusive of proof; no doubt this is due to the fact the sample function behavior to the immediate right of X,-(w) is not simple, see the Complement to the theorem below. Proof. We need some general information regarding the sample functions of the xit) process. Detailed theorems of this kind can be found in [2] , but the relevant facts here can be briefly described as follows. Let S.iw) = {f.xit, w)=j}.
First, it is true with probability one that every point of Sjiw) is a limit point of 5j(w)(4). Next, by a fundamental theorem of Doob [3, Theorem 12] , as t-»t(w)(6) from one side there is at most one finite limiting value of xit, w), with probability one. Moreover, it is possible to make the separable process xit) so that x(t(w), w) = + oo if and only if lim(^(W) xit, w) = + oo. Consequently if t(w) is a limit point of 5,-(w) from both sides, then x(r(w), w) (') For lack of a better notation, we write t(w) to denote a generic abscissa in the "graph" (t, x(t, w)) corresponding to the generic w. Thus it is neither fixed irrespective of w nor properly speaking a function of w.
We prove that the last-written w-set above is measurable as follows. Let f(t, w) = l if tGSj(w) and =0 otherwise; let g(t, w) = l if \(w)+tv -m~l <t<\(w)+t,+m~l and =0 otherwise. Then both/ and g are measurable functions of the pair (/, w). Thus the function fg is measurable in the pair and by Fubini's theorem for almost all s,f(s, w)g(s, w) is a measurable function of w. Thus there exists a denumerable and everywhere dense /-set {sn} such that zZn f(sn, w)g(sH, w) is a measurable function of w. This set {sn} may be taken to be the set satisfying the conditions of the separability definition of the x(t) process, since lim,,0 Pa(t)=bij [6, Theorem II.2.2]. We have {Sjr C\(\ + tr-m~\ X + /" + «-•) * 0} =| \Zf{sn, w)g(sn, w) > o| which is therefore a measurable w-set, as was to be proved. 
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The Complement follows from (20) and Theorem 4 of [2] . Examples of all three kinds of behavior can be found in Kolmogorov [7] and Levy [8, pp. 365-367].
5. A counterpart. The exact counterpart to a post-exit process would be a pre-entrance process. We shall not introduce this formally but choose the following shorter course. Let j be a stable state. Whatever the initial distribution of x(0) may be, the /-set Sj(w) = {t:x(t, w)=j} consists of a sequence of disjoint intervals, called the ./-intervals, of which there is a finite number in every finite /-interval, with probability one. The total number of j-intervals may be finite or infinite. The beginning of the nth j-interval is a random variable (in the broad sense) denoted by Tj=tJ(w) and called the «th entrance time into the state j; the length of the wth j-interval is a random variable (in the broad sense) denoted by X"=X"(w) and called the nth sojourn time in the state j.
If P{x(Q)=i} =1 then we have P{r}^t} =Fiy(/); P{r]+1-T^t} =Fyi(0(6). « = 1, 2, • • ■ ; and P{X"g/} =l-e-qi', f£0. The random variables r] and X" are independent; and the sequence of random variables {r"+1 -t]}, «=0, 1, 2, • • • , where t° = 0, are independent. All the preceding statements can be found in Levy's work [8] ; proofs can be found in [2] .
We have, clearly, if Z>0, which is the counterpart to (13). Note however that (27) is proved under the double condition: g, < 00 and <?/ < 00. Henceforth we shall assume the more stringent condition that qk<°° for every A. Writing A for i in (26), multiplying by />.*(/) and summing over A, we obtain, for every t'>0: Therefore (30) holds in fact for all positive t and 5. The relation (30) may be interpreted as a transition property of the "entrance frequency" u^is).
Substituting (27) into (30), we obtain (7) iM) p'uit + s) = Z Pikit)pUs).
k This is the exact counterpart to (15), proved however under the more stringent condition that all <?* < oo. We summarize the results as follows. (15) and (33) The historical approach is equivalent to attempts to take the limits above underneath the summation sign, and it is found necessary to impose further conditioAS to make this legitimate (see [4] ). From our point of view the equations (15) and (33) are consequences of (10 bis) and (30), respectively, which are probabilistically more meaningful. They have the further analytical advantage of involving only non-negative quantities.
To illustrate this we prove the following theorem which sharpens a result of Doob [4, p. 461 ]. conversely if (35) is true, then (34) is true for every t>0 and j. Furthermore, either assertion is equivalent to the following assertion regarding the post-exit process (23): P \ lim y(t) = + oo I =0. ( (io ) Proof. (34) and (35) are equivalent, by means of (13), to the following limit forms of (10 bis) and (7 bis):
(36) rii(t) = zZ rik(0)pki(t), 
